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Over 20 years of award-winning service
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One solution. Debt Recovery made simple.

From debt recovery through to court action, DCBL provides a seamless data-driven debt collection solution. 

Explore our Letter Driven services >
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Proudly supporting our local community

DCBL invest in the local community, sponsoring both grassroots boys and girls' sports teams in addition to the DCBL stadium. 

Explore our community focus >
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A unique brand awareness that people trust

We achieve outstanding levels of early engagement due to the strength and credibility of our brand. 

Explore our Debt Recovery services >
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Two sector heavyweights unite to raise standards

We are proud to announce our further 3-year exclusivity partnership with UK Car Park Management giant, Parkingeye.

Read the breaking-news story now! >
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How can we help you?


I need to recover high volume debt
I have an uncollectible debt
I need to trace my debtor
I have travellers on my property
I need to recover commercial rent


We'll collect it
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Take a look inside DCBL
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DCBL is the UK's leading provider of Debt Recovery and High Court Enforcement services.


From enforcing CCJs to our effective letter driven recovery service, we continue to lead the way in the industry through:

	unrivalled recovery rates
	unique brand awareness
	high levels of early engagement
	advanced tracing solutions
	specialist litigation provider



High Court Enforcement
Debt Recovery
Traveller Removal
Client Testimonials
DCB Legal





Letter Driven Debt Recovery

DCBL is the largest parking enforcement debt recovery company in the UK and the first choice for high-volume letter driven recovery due to our proven 25% higher recovery rate.

Find out more
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One solution

Debt recovery made simple

Explore Our Debt Recovery Services
Our sister company DCB Legal (an SRA regulated law firm) works in conjunction with DCBL and specialises in debt recovery litigation. Due to our unique group structure, we are able to provide a full, seamless debt recovery journey from first reminder letter to agent enforcement. 
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Commence service delivery
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98%

client retention rate

DCBL has collected tens of millions of pounds whilst maintaining a 98% client retention rate.




 




25%

more effective

Our data-driven recovery solution is proven to achieve a collection rate 25% higher than our competitors.




 




21yrs

of outstanding service

DCBL is celebrating its 21st year; we've gone from strength to strength and are a leader in the industry.
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"Over the past three years we have used the services of DCBL, and found them to be extremely successful in the collection of our monies"
Mr Philip J Hughes, Founder & MD

View Testimonial
More Testimonials
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"Yet again you have exceeded our expectations. Within a fortnight I received the very welcome news that you had recovered the debt in full - thank you again."
Paul Riches, Business Manager

View Testimonial
More Testimonials
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"Thank you, to you and your team, particularly Sheila for your patience and tenacity with this case. The debtor was a particularly awkward individual and I am tremendously impressed..."
Howard Perry

View Testimonial
More Testimonials
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"DCBL staff are a pleasure to deal with and have provided us with expertise and guidance. I would not hesitate in recommending DCBL and the professional service they offer. "


View Testimonial
More Testimonials
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"We are extremely impressed and pleased with the services you provided. We will not hesitate to use your services again, and, indeed, have already done so. "
Carters Solicitors LLP

View Testimonial
More Testimonials
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"I would like to express our sincere thanks for your services over the past 5 years. We have been more than impressed with your services, your team are very professional..."
Listers Central Limited

View Testimonial
More Testimonials
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"During this time, we have always found them to be professional, trustworthy, and always gone over and above what I would have expected."
Anthony Remer - Partner

View Testimonial
More Testimonials
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"After nearly 3 years of false promises and court action I thought I may never see my money. DCBL managed to recover £10,000 from a client..."


View Testimonial
More Testimonials
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"My company has found DCBL to be very professional and efficient and would not hesitate to employ their service again."


View Testimonial
More Testimonials
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"We were very pleased with the speed of the action taken. We were kept informed all the way through to collection. Your team were excellent."
Mrs Patricia Bedford. Credit Control for Toshiba TEC UK.

View Testimonial
More Testimonials
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Further Information

Debt Recovery

Car Parking Charges

Code of Ethics

CSA Code of Practice

High Court Terms of Business

Debt Recovery Terms of Business

GDPR Data Protection Policy and Privacy Notice

Complaints Procedure




Instruct us

Money Order Judgment/ CCJ
Commercial Lease Forfeiture
Debtor Tracing
Commercial Rent Recovery
Residential Possession



Regional Offices

	
London
0203 298 0201 

	
North West
01606 608 4222

	
Midlands
0121 514 3115

	
Scotland
0141 413 8387

	
Wales
0292 235 0831
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Find out more about our awards and accreditations, or learn more about our debt recovery and high court enforcement services.





London
Solar House,

915 High Road, North Finchley,

London, N12 8QJ

T: 0203 298 0201 




North West
Direct House

Greenwood Drive, Manor Park,

Runcorn, Cheshire, WA7 1UG

T: 01606 608 4222




Midlands
Colmore Plaza, 

20 Colmore Circus, Queensway, 

Birmingham, B4 6AT

T: 0121 514 3115




Scotland
8 Deer Park,

Fairways Business Park,

Livingston, EH54 8GA

T: 0141 413 8387




Wales
Sophia House,

28 Cathedral Road,

Cardiff, CF11 9LJ

T: 0292 235 0831
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept All”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. However, you may visit "Cookie Settings" to provide a controlled consent.
Cookie SettingsAccept All


Manage consent





Close






Privacy Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


Necessary


Always Enabled





Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.

 










Functional 


Functional







Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.











Performance 


Performance







Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.











Analytics 


Analytics







Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
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Advertisement







Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
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Others







Other uncategorized cookies are those that are being analyzed and have not been classified into a category as yet.
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